Soups

Soups for
the soul, tummy and
everything else.

Soups and
Soup Concentrates.
					
Flexible packaging,
flexible flavors.

Soups made the way
they should be.
Few things are better for body and soul than
a good, hearty soup –except maybe several

Our soups incorporate

good, hearty soups. So, if what you are looking

many of Haliburton’s unique
ingredients and savory and

for is an artisan crafted, kettle cooked soup
or a high-volume, economical soup concentrate,

aromatic flavors – Roasted

Haliburton has what you need. Our line of shelf

Butternut Squash, Grilled Leeks, Sautéed Shallots

stable, frozen and extended shelf life refrigerated

and Flame Grilled Fennel to name just a few. No

soups and soup concentrates all start with the

short cuts here, we use fresh Mirepoix, made from

freshest ingredients. We meticulously craft and

scratch, fresh onions and garlic sautéed to perfection

carefully cook each kettle batch to perfection, and

and roux to add flavor and body to our creations.

then we quickly chill to lock in all the fresh flavors

We meticulously craft each kettle batch to exacting

and volatile aromas.
And best of all, most of our soup products
are all natural, low sodium, preservative
free and Kosher certified.		

						
						
						

standards – each ingredient, each layer of flavor
added at just the right
time to achieve premium
flavor, quality, texture and
consistency. We package
our soups in easy to
handle flexible pouches

from 1-pound to 10-pounds, and use heat and serve

the can, work with

films that make heating and serving a breeze.

our culinary experts
to help create a

Soup is on.

signature soup or

Have you ever

a series of soups.

dreamed of a

From chunky

great soup? We

home-style roasted vegetable

have, and still

soups to delicately puréed seafood, cognac or wild

do. Maybe a

mushroom bisques, we’re limited only by imagination.

Roasted Sweet

We’re ready when you are, we love a challenge,

Corn Poblano

contact us today to get going.

Chowder,
how about
a Gazpacho
made with
fresh roasted
vegetables or a
Bisque created
with roasted sweet potato and fresh, tart Granny
Smith apples? Go ahead, think big, and think outside

Haliburton, equal parts food, science and taste.

Industrial

Anchovy pastes and purées.

Salsas.

We are the largest manufacturer of anchovy pastes and
purée in the world. Available in more than 20 different
formulations, including low salt purées, these products
are distributed primarily to salad dressing and sauce
manufactures worldwide. All of our products are Kosher
certified and preservative free. Available in package
sizes from 20 pounds to 2500 pounds, we have the right
formulation and packaging solution for every application.

No one offers a broader line of high-quality salsas. Our
unique Flash Pasteurizing – Flash Cooling technology
allows us to lock in subtle flavors and volatile aromas
to produce salsas with vibrant colors and fresh flavors.
We offer Dipping Salsas, Fire Roasted or Fruit Salsas
and traditional Mexican table salsas all in a certified safe,
Ready-to-Eat product.

What you should know about Haliburton.
Created in 1992 with the goal of combining food science and culinary excellence to
improve the quality and reduce the cost of prepared foods, today, we are a specialty
foods powerhouse. We serve national retailers, multi-unit restaurant operators
and international food manufacturers from our new 300,000 sq. ft.
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Ontario, California. With hundreds
of different products and packaging solutions from 8 ounces to 3000 pounds,
we have the product and packaging solutions you’re looking for.

3855 Jurupa Street, Ontario, California 91761 - 1.877.980.4295
www.haliburton.net

Ingredients for
soups, salsas, dressings
and sauces.

